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Corporate Team Building 

Escape Room Mystery takes corporate team building to a new level.  While many activities may feel 

awkward and forced, an escape room activity lets employees step away from their typical work day. 

Everyone is placed on even footing in a challenging setting where problem solving and team work is 

essential in a high-pressure situation.  The high-pressure of an escape room creates exceptional 

bonding, can highlight interpersonal dynamics for managers to address, and gives everyone a 

dramatic shared experience unlike any other. 

There are many benefits that can arise from using an escape room as a corporate team building 

experience.  A few of these benefits are: 

 Team members will get to know one another better.  Removing barriers of 

unfamiliarity helps build trust in the workplace. 

 Communication skills are essential.  Managers can observe the way team 

members are communicating and consider how this parallels at work. 

 Sharing information is vital to escape rooms- Seeing which employees are 

not sharing or are too independent can give managers specific areas to 

address in the workplace. 

 Escape rooms boost morale.  In addition to the team-building experience, 

members feel like they have been treated to something unique and exciting. 

Why Escape Room Mystery?  As various escape room companies begin to appear, choosing one 

that is well-developed is essential to have a productive experience. 

 Our rooms have been thoroughly tested & over 50 thousand customers have 

played them since opening in June 2016.  They are truly challenging and 

unique with strong, team-oriented tasks. 

 The owner and developer is a mechanical engineer with 20 years of 

engineering experience.  This gives ERM exciting surprises with moving 

doors, unexpected lights and sounds. 

 A professional team of artists who have worked at Universal Studios & 

Disney has themed each room to make the groups feel like they have left the 

real world behind.  

 We are in an easily accessible area with free parking, close to restaurants 

and many other amenities including a fabulous, professional building to which 

you will be proud to bring your employees. 

Please contact us for availability and pricing.  We look forward serving you! 

Corporate contact:  Sean Klutinoty, Vice President of Marketing – (610) 757-1077 
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